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experimental data and the Skinner and Pavlovian
theories where white mice and levers produced
comforting data of reasonable statistical signifi-
cance of stimulus and response in the pristine
atmosphere of the academic laboratory.

The nonlinear domain is invisible,without form,
and beyond time, dimension, or measurement. It
includes qualities and meanings, and power
emanates from its intrinsic essence.The source of
power and creation is in the invisible, nonlinear
domain and by the exercise of will can result in
form. The visible world is therefore the world of
effects and the interaction of forces. It is out of
inspiration and volition that action arises by assent
of the will, which has the capacity to activate
possibilities or options.

For simplification, the characteristics of linear
as compared to nonlinear can be listed. It is to be
realized, however, that they are not separate but
mutually inclusive, and that the linear is contained
within the nonlinear, just as all form is included
within the formless. These are, therefore, not two
different realms but are the same viewed from two
different points. In common parlance, we speak of
digital versus analog, left brain versus right brain,
holistic versus specific, or limited versus unlimited
to imply that there are two different, contrasting
approaches to reality.

Newtonian Nonlinear Newtonian Nonlinear
Linear Linear
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Duality Nonduality
Form Formless

Ego Spirit
Material Nonmaterial
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Visible Invisible
Force Power
Time Timeless
Location Nonlocal
Limited Unlimited
Duration Eternal
Perception Vision
Quality Essence
Know about Be
Dimension Immeasurable
Tangible Intangible
Desire Inspire
Material Spiritual
Local Diffuse
Motion Immobile
Move Still
Audible Silent
Mathematical Unpredictable
Travel Stationery
Fact Meaning
Difference Sameness
Separate Oneness
Distinct Diffuse
Start – Stop Continuous
Finite Infinite
Duration Timeless
Structure Quality
Effect Source
Sequential Simultaneous
Precise General

Controllable Useable
Exhaustible Inexhaustible
Depleted Ever Present
Observe Know
Content Context
Material Life
Object Subject
Without Within
Exclusive Inclusive
Physical Metaphysical
Thing Witness
Object Observer
Either – Or Both
Here – There Everywhere
Divided United
Part Whole
Forcing Facilitating
Adrenaline Endorphin
Desire Fulfill
Tension Relaxation
Incomplete Complete
Caesar God
Cost Value
It I
Dependent Independent
Illusion Reality
Temporal Infinite
Secular Spiritual
Describable Ineffable
Deplete Sustain
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Q: How does one transcend the opposites? 
A: Consciousness does so automatically when under-

standing occurs through reflection, familiarity,
prayer, meditation, or inspiration. It is also facilitated
by the words or level of consciousness of the
teacher. What is impossible at one level of con-
sciousness becomes obvious and simple at a higher
one.A human being is both spirit and body; there-
fore, it is at all times actually existing in both the
linear and the nonlinear domains.The body, unless
imbued with consciousness and subjective aware-
ness, is not aware of its own existence. It takes
action only when it is motivated and presented
with value, such as the desire for enjoyment in the
experience of life.

When a person or animal becomes ‘dispirited’,
it dies.When the life force or spirit no longer ener-
gizes the body, the spirit then leaves and goes to a
different dimension. Although it is in a different
dimension, the consciousness level of the spirit can

386 T H E  E Y E  O F  T H E  I

Observed Awareness
Desire Motivate
Change Unchanging
Vulnerable Invulnerable
Thought Consciousness
Want Satisfaction
Conflict Peace
Stress Ease
Proof Self-evident

Price Value
Impulsive Spontaneous
Relative Absolute
Past – Future Now
Limited Transcendent
Scientific Mystical
Object Field
Receive Give
Definition Meaning

Newtonian Nonlinear Newtonian Nonlinear
Linear Linear
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413A P P E N D I C E S

M A P  O F  T H E  S C A L E  O F  C O N S C I O U S N E S S®

God-view Self-view Level Log Emotion Process

Self Is Enlightenment 700-1,000 Ineffable Pure 
Consciousness

All-being Perfect Peace 600 Bliss Illumination

One Complete Joy 540 Serenity Transfiguration

Loving Benign Love 500 Reverence Revelation

Wise Meaningful Reason 400 Understanding Abstraction

Merciful Harmonious Acceptance 350 Forgiveness Transcendence

Inspiring Hopeful Willingness 310 Optimism Intention

Enabling Satisfactory Neutrality 250 Trust Release

Permitting Feasible Courage 200 Affirmation Empowerment

Indifferent Demanding Pride 175 Scorn Inflation

Vengeful Antagonistic Anger 150 Hate Aggression

Denying Disappointing Desire 125 Craving Enslavement

Punitive Frightening Fear 100 Anxiety Withdrawal

Uncaring Tragic Grief 75 Regret Despondency

Condemning Hopeless Apathy, hatred 50 Despair Abdication

Vindictive Evil Guilt 30 Blame Destruction

Despising Hateful Shame 20 Humiliation Elimination

L E V E L S  O F  T R U T H

L E V E L S  O F  FA L S E H O O D

A P P E N D I X  B
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415

A P P E N D I X  C

HOW TO CALIBRATE 
THE LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

General Information
The energy field of consciousness is infinite in

dimension. Specific levels correlate with human
consciousness, and these have been calibrated from
“1” to “1,000.” (See Appendix B: Map of the Scale of
Consciousness.) These energy fields reflect and
dominate human consciousness.

Everything in the universe radiates a specific
frequency or minute energy field that remains in the
field of consciousness permanently.Thus,every person
or being whoever lived and anything about them,
including any event, thought, deed, feeling, or attitude,
is recorded forever and can be retrieved at any time in
the present or the future.

Technique
The muscle-testing response is a simple “yes” or

“not yes” (no) response to a specific stimulus. It is
usually done by the subject’s holding out an extended
arm and the tester pressing down on the wrist of the
extended arm, using two fingers and light pressure.
Usually the subject holds a substance to be tested over
their solar plexus with the other hand.The tester says
to the test subject,“Resist,” and if the substance being
tested is beneficial to the subject, the arm will be
strong. If it is not beneficial or has an adverse effect,
the arm will go weak.The response is very quick and
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brief.
It is important to note that the intention, as

well as both the tester and the one being tested,
must calibrate over 200 in order to obtain
accurate responses.

The higher the levels of consciousness of the test
team, the more accurate are the results.The best atti-
tude is one of clinical detachment, posing a statement
with the prefix statement,“In the name of the highest
good, _______ calibrates as true. Over 100. Over 200,”
etc. The contextualization “in the highest good”
increases accuracy because it transcends self-serving
personal interest and motives.

For many years, the test was thought to be a local
response of the body’s acupuncture or immune
system. Later research, however, has revealed that the
response is not a local response to the body at all, but
instead is a general response of consciousness itself to
the energy of a substance or a statement. That which is
true, beneficial, or pro-life gives a positive response
that stems from the impersonal field of consciousness,
which is present in everyone living. This positive
response is indicated by the body’s musculature going
strong. For convenience, the deltoid muscle is usually
the one best used as an indicator muscle; however, any
of the muscles of the body can be used, such as the
gastrocnemias, which are often used by practitioners
such as chiropractors.

Before a question (in the form of a statement) is
presented, it is necessary to qualify ‘permission’; that
is, state “I have permission to ask about what I am
holding in mind.” (Yes/No) Or, “This calibration
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serves the highest good.”
If a statement is false or a substance is injurious, the

muscles go weak quickly in response to the command
“Resist.”This indicates the stimulus is negative, untrue,
anti-life, or the answer is “no.”The response is fast and
brief in duration. The body will then rapidly recover
and return to normal muscle tension.

There are three ways of doing the testing. The one
that is used in research and also most generally used
requires two people: the tester and the test subject. A
quiet setting is preferred, with no background music.
The test subject closes their eyes. The tester must
phrase the ‘question’ to be asked in the form of
a statement. The statement can then be answered as
“yes” or “not yes” (no) by the muscle-testing response.
For instance, the incorrect form would be to ask,“Is
this a healthy horse?” rather than make the state-
ment, “This horse is healthy,” or its corollary, “This
horse is sick.”

After making the statement, the tester says “Resist”
to the test subject who is holding the extended arm
parallel to the ground. The tester presses down with
two fingers on the wrist of the extended arm sharply,
with mild force.The test subject’s arm will either stay
strong, indicating a “yes,” or go weak, indicating a “not
yes” (no).The response is very short and immediate.

A second method is the “O-ring”method,which can
be done alone. The thumb and middle finger of the
same hand are held tightly in an “O” configuration, and
the hooked forefinger of the opposite hand is used to
try to pull them apart. There is a noticeable difference
of the strength between a “yes” and a “no” response.

417H O W  T O  C A L I B R A T E
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(Rose, 2001).
The third method is the simplest, yet, like the

others, requires some practice. Simply lift a heavy
object, such as a large dictionary or merely a couple of
bricks, from a table about waist high. Hold in mind an
image or true statement to be calibrated and lift.Then,
for contrast, hold in mind that which is known to be
false.Note the ease of lifting when truth is held in mind
and the greater effort necessary to lift the load when
the issue is false (not true).The results can be verified
using the other two methods

Calibration of Specific Levels
The critical point between positive and negative,

between true and false, or between that which is
constructive or destructive, is at the calibrated level of
200 (see Map). Anything above 200, or true, makes the
subject go strong; anything below 200, or false, allows
the arm to go weak.

Anything past or present, including images or state-
ments, historical events, or personages, can be tested.
They need not be verbalized.

Numerical Calibration
Example: “Ramana Maharshi’s teachings calibrate

over 700.” (Y/N)
Or,“Hitler calibrated over 200.”(Y/N) “When he was

in his 20s.”(Y/N) “His 30s.”(Y/N) “His 40s.”(Y/N) “At the
time of his death.” (Y/N)

Applications
Muscle testing cannot be used to foretell the future;
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otherwise, there are no limits as to what can be asked.
Consciousness has no limits in time or space; however,
permission may be denied. All current or historical
events are available for questioning. The answers are
impersonal and do not depend on the belief systems of
either the tester or the test subject. For example,
protoplasm recoils to noxious stimuli and flesh bleeds.
Those are the qualities of these test materials and are
impersonal. Consciousness actually knows only truth
because only truth has actual existence. It does not
respond to falsehood because falsehood does not have
existence in Reality. It will also not respond accurately
to nonintegrous or egoistic questions, such as should
one buy a certain stock.

Accurately speaking, the muscle-testing response is
either an “on”response or it is merely “not on.”Like the
electrical switch, we say the electricity is “on,” and
when we use the term “off,” we just mean that it is not
there. In reality, there is no such thing as “off-ness.”This
is a subtle statement but crucial to the understanding
of the nature of consciousness. Consciousness is
capable of recognizing only Truth. It merely fails to
respond to falsehood. Similarly, a mirror reflects an
image only if there is an object to reflect. If no object
is present to the mirror, there is no reflected image.

To Calibrate A Level
Calibrated levels are relative to a specific refer-

ence scale. To arrive at the same figures as in the
chart in Appendix A, reference must be made to that
table or by a statement such as,“On a scale of human
consciousness from 1 to 1,000, where 600 indicates
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Enlightenment, this _____ calibrates over _____ (a
number).”Or,“On a scale of consciousness where 200
is the level of Truth and 500 is the level of Love, this
statement calibrates over _____.” (State a specific
number.)

General Information
People generally want to determine truth from

falsehood. Therefore, the statement has to be made
very specifically. Avoid using general terms such as a
“good” job to apply for. “Good” in what way? Pay scale?
Working conditions? Promotional opportunities?
Fairness of the boss?

Expertise
Familiarity with the test brings progressive expertise.

The “right” questions to ask begin to spring forth and
can become almost uncannily accurate. If the same
tester and test subject work together for a period of
time, one or both of them will develop what can
become an amazing accuracy and capability of pin-
pointing just what specific questions to ask, even
though the subject is totally unknown by either one.
For instance, the tester has lost an object and begins by
saying,“I left it in my office.” (Answer: No.) “I left it in
the car.” (Answer: No.) All of a sudden, the test subject
almost ‘sees’ the object and says,“Ask, ‘On the back of
the bathroom door.’”The test subject says,“The object
is hanging on the back of the bathroom door.”(Answer:
Yes.) In this actual case, the test subject did not even
know that the tester had stopped for gas and left the
jacket in the restroom of a gasoline station.
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Any information can be obtained about anything
anywhere in current or past time or space, depend-
ing on receiving prior permission. (Sometimes one
gets a ‘no’, perhaps for karmic or other unknown
reasons.) By cross-checking, accuracy can be easily
confirmed. For anyone who learns the technique,
more information is available instantaneously than
can be held in all the computers and libraries of the
world. The possibilities are therefore obviously
unlimited, and the prospects breathtaking.

Limitations
Approximately ten percent of the population is not

able to use the muscle-testing technique for as yet
unknown reasons. The test is accurate only if the test
subjects themselves calibrate over 200 and the intention
of the use of the test is integrous and also calibrates
over 200.The requirement is one of detached objectivity
and alignment with truth rather than subjective opinion.
Thus, to try to ‘prove a point’ negates accuracy.
Sometimes married couples, also for reasons as yet
undiscovered, are unable to use each other as test
subjects and may have to find a third person to be a
test partner.

A suitable test subject is a person whose arm goes
strong when a love object or person is held in mind,
and it goes weak if that which is negative (fear, hate,
guilt,etc.) is held in mind (e.g.,Winston Churchill makes
one go strong and bin Laden makes one go weak).

Occasionally, a suitable test subject gives para-
doxical responses.This can usually be cleared by doing
the “thymic thump,” as was discovered by Dr. John
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Diamond. (With a closed fist, thump three times over
the upper breastbone, smile, and say “ha-ha-ha” with
each thump and mentally picture someone or some-
thing that is loved.)

The imbalance may be the result of recently having
been with negative people, listening to heavy metal
rock music, watching violent television programs,
playing violent video games, etc. Negative music
energy has a deleterious effect on the energy system
of the body for up to one-half hour after it is turned
off. Television commercials or background are also a
common source of negative energy.

As previously noted, the muscle-testing method of
discerning truth from falsehood and the calibrated
levels of truth has strict requirements. Because of the
limitations, calibrated levels are supplied for ready
reference in prior books, and extensively in Truth vs.
Falsehood.

Explanation
The muscle-testing technique is independent of

personal opinion or beliefs and is an impersonal
response of the field of consciousness, just as proto-
plasm is impersonal in its responses. This can be
demonstrated by the observation that the test responses
are the same whether verbalized or held silently in
mind. Thus, the test subject is not influenced by the
question, as they do not even know what it is. To
demonstrate this, do the following exercise:

The tester holds in mind an image unknown to the
test subject and states,“The image I am holding in mind
is positive” (or “true,” or “calibrates over 200,” etc.). On
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direction, the test subject then resists the downward
pressure on the wrist. If the tester holds a positive
image in mind (e.g., Abraham Lincoln, Jesus, Mother
Teresa, etc.), the test subject’s arm muscle will go
strong. If the tester holds a false statement or negative
image in mind (e.g.,bin Laden,Hitler, etc.), the arm will
go weak. Inasmuch as the test subject does not know
what the tester has in mind, the results are not influ-
enced by personal beliefs.

Correct Muscle-Testing Technique
Just as Galileo’s interest was in astronomy and not

in making telescopes, the Institute for Advanced
Spiritual Research is devoted to Consciousness
research and not specifically to muscle testing. The
DVD, Power vs. Force (Veritas Publishing, [1995],
2006), demonstrates the basic technique. More
detailed information about muscle testing can be
found on the Internet by searching for  ‘kinesiology’.
Numerous references are provided,such as the College
of Applied Kinesiology (www.icak.com), and other
educational institutions.

Disqualification
Both skepticism (cal. 160) and cynicism calibrate

below 200 because they reflect negative prejudgment.
In contrast, true inquiry requires an open mind and
honesty devoid of intellectual vanity. Negative studies
of behavioral kinesiology (mscle testing) all calibrate
below 200 (usually at 160), as do the investigators
themselves.

That even famous professors can and do calibrate
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below 200 may seem surprising to the average person.
Thus, negative studies are a consequence of negative
bias. As an example, Francis Crick’s research design
that led to the discovery of the double helix pattern of
DNA calibrated at 440. His last research design, which
was intended to prove that consciousness was just a
product of neuronal activity, calibrated at only 135.

The failure of investigators who themselves, or by
faulty research design,calibrate below 200 (all calibrate
at approximately 160), confirms the truth of the very
methodology they claim to disprove. They ‘should’ get
negative results, and so they do, which paradoxically
proves the accuracy of the test to detect the difference
between unbiased integrity and nonintegrity.

Any new discovery may upset the apple cart and be
viewed as a threat to the status quo of prevailing belief
systems. That a clinical science of consciousness has
emerged which validates spiritual Reality is, of course,
going to precipitate resistance, as it is actually a direct
confrontation to the dominion of the narcissistic core
of the ego itself, which is innately presumptuous and
opinionated.

Below consciousness level 200, comprehension is
limited by the dominance of Lower Mind, which is
capable of recognizing facts but not yet able to grasp
what is meant by the term ‘truth’ (it confuses res interna
with res externa), and that truth has physiological
accompaniments which are different from falsehood.
Additionally, truth is intuited as evidenced by the use of
voice analysis, the study of body language, papillary-
response EEG changes in the brain, fluctuations in
breathing and blood pressure, galvanic skin response,
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dowsing, and even the Huna technique of measuring
the distance that the aura radiates from the body. Some
people have a very simple technique that utilizes the
standing body like a pendulum (fall forward with truth
and backward with falsehood).

From a more advanced contextualization, the
principles that prevail are that Truth cannot be
disproved by falsehood any more than light can be
disproved by darkness. The nonlinear is not subject
to the limitations of the linear. Truth is of a different
paradigm from logic and thus is not ‘provable’, as that
which is provable calibrates only in the 400s.
Consciousness research muscle testing operates at
level 600, which is at the interface of the linear and
the nonlinear dimensions.

Discrepancies
Differing calibrations may be obtained over time or

by different investigators for a variety of reasons:
1. Situations, people, politics, policies, and attitudes

change over time.
2. People tend to use different sensory modalities

when they hold something in mind, i.e., visual, sen-
sory, auditory, or feeling.“Your mother”could there-
fore be how she looked, felt, sounded,etc.,or Henry
Ford could be calibrated as a father, as an industrial-
ist, for his impact on America, his anti-Semitism,etc.

One can specify context and stick to a prevailing
modality. The same team using the same technique will
get results that are internally consistent. Expertise
develops with practice.There are some people,however,
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who are incapable of a scientific, detached attitude
and unable to be objective, and for whom the muscle-
testing method will therefore not be accurate.
Dedication and intention to the truth have to be
given priority over personal opinions and trying to
prove them as being “right.”
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